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Introduction

Boko Haram, a Nigerian jihadi group that pledged allegiance to the Islamic State in March 2015,1 has killed over 15,000 people in Nigeria and the surrounding countries of Niger, Chad, and Cameroon.2 Boko Haram does not pose an existential threat to these states, but it has disrupted governance and caused a humanitarian emergency around Lake Chad. Its strident messages exacerbate intra-Muslim tensions and worsen Muslim-Christian relations in the region.3

The Nigerian state and its neighbors have responded to Boko Haram primarily with security campaigns. Marred by abuses against civilians and detainees,4 these crackdowns have fueled Boko Haram’s politics of victimhood.

The group is resilient and adaptive. In early 2015, Nigerian and neighboring militaries dislodged the sect from Northeastern Nigerian towns it controlled; Boko Haram responded with a new wave of rural massacres and suicide bombings, including bombings in Chad’s capital N’Djamena. Regional authorities lack long-term solutions for restoring peace and security, reflecting the tendency of many policymakers to treat Boko Haram solely as a security threat, while neglecting its political and religious dimensions. Despite the Nigerian government’s December 2015 announcement that it had ‘technically... won the war’ against Boko Haram, attacks by the sect continue.5

Boko Haram’s ideology is often described as comprising two stances: opposition to democracy and rejection of Western-style education. “Boko Haram” is a Hausa language nickname given by outsiders, meaning, “Western education is forbidden by Islam.” The movement’s spokesmen have sometimes accepted the nickname, but when they do, they insist that the phrase refers not just to schooling, but also to social and political ills that allegedly result from Western domination of Nigerian state and society.6

Yet the sect’s theology and politics encompass more than hatred for Western influence. Its worldview fuses two broader ideas. First, there is a religious exclusivism that opposes all other value systems, including rival interpretations of Islam. This exclusivism demands that Muslims choose between Islam and a set of allegedly anti-Islamic practices: democracy, constitutionalism, alliances with non-Muslims, and Western-style education. Second, there is a politics of victimhood. Boko Haram claims that its violence responds to what it sees as a decades-long history of persecution against Muslims in Nigeria. Boko Haram sees state crackdowns on the sect as the latest manifestation of such persecution.

This paper argues that the combination of exclusivism and grievance has provided the ideological framework for Boko Haram’s violence toward the Nigerian state, other Muslims, and Christians. The

---

paper builds on earlier analyses of Boko Haram's beliefs, murky origins, and social base. The paper draws on primary sources, such as the founder's Arabic manifesto Hadhibi 'Aqidatuna wa-Manhaj Da'watina (This Is Our Creed and the Method of Our Preaching), as well as propaganda videos and recorded sermons, primarily in Hausa and Arabic. These sources reveal striking rhetorical and ideological continuity among Boko Haram's leaders from 2002 to the present. Alongside other drivers of violence—including local politics, intra-Muslim rivalries, socioeconomic factors, and the brutality of the Nigerian government's response—the story that Boko Haram tells about itself offers insight into the movement's behavior.

The ideology espoused by Boko Haram's leaders may not permeate the movement, whose internal structure and degree of cohesion is unclear. Yet its leaders have consistently used religious rhetoric in an attempt to justify the sect's brutality, score-settling, and provocations. Such rhetoric, at the very least, provides a narrative that seeks to explain the campaign of violence: Boko Haram's leaders tell a provocative story about what it means to be Muslim in Nigeria, a story that seeks to activate fears that pious Muslims are losing grounds to the forces of immorality. The leaders' religious messages may, moreover, have greater appeal than is often assumed. Some of the sect's recruits are volunteers, both from Nigeria and from the surrounding region. Meanwhile, Boko Haram is not alone in saying that Nigerian and regional Muslims must close ranks against perceived enemies, internal and external. Unlike other movements in the region, however, Boko Haram's leaders have consistently used extremely narrow criteria to define who counts as a Muslim. Boko Haram foot soldiers are, whether for ideological, material, or personal reasons, willing to slaughter those whom the leaders have designated unbelievers.

After years of widespread pessimism about Nigeria's prospects, Nigerians have sought change. Boko Haram failed to disrupt the 2015 national and state elections. Under new President Muhammadu Buhari, a former military ruler and long-time opposition candidate, Nigeria has an opportunity to consolidate the military defeat of Boko Haram. Buhari has promised to strengthen regional cooperation, curb government corruption, and end military indiscipline. Yet attacks in summer and fall 2015 showed that the battle against Boko Haram is a long-term affair; if the battle is to succeed, it must involve not just military successes but also a far-ranging effort to address socioeconomic problems, counteract narratives that the state is anti-Islamic, and constructively engage a rapidly transforming religious landscape in Northern Nigeria. Authorities should also create space for a political dialogue with elements of Boko Haram, starting by holding the killers of the sect's founder accountable.


Inadequate explanations of Boko Haram’s rise

Alongside conspiracy theories that purport to explain Boko Haram, there are four common but inadequate treatments. First is the idea that Boko Haram is an inevitable result of poverty in Northern Nigeria. It is true that over 60% of Nigerians live on less than one dollar per day, and that Muslim-majority Northern Nigeria trails the heavily Christian South in infrastructural development and educational attainment. The North also has faster population growth. Yet economic deprivation alone cannot explain why violent movements grow in some places and not others, or why some movements develop particular worldviews. Analysis of Boko Haram should not discount demography, but neither should it make demography into destiny; demography is only one factor in a more complicated matrix of drivers of violence and dissent.

Second is the argument that Boko Haram responded to perceived political marginalization of the North and particularly the Northeast. Many Northerners were indeed offended by the 2011 electoral victory of President Goodluck Jonathan, a Southern Christian who originally ascended to the presidency on the death of President Umaru Yar’Adua, a Northern Muslim. Jonathan’s re-election disrupted the ruling party’s agreement to rotate the presidency between the South and the North every eight years. His victory sparked riots in Northern cities, causing over 800 deaths. Yet Boko Haram was formed before Jonathan’s victory and has continued to exist under Buhari, a Muslim. Meanwhile, Nigeria’s “federal character” principle guarantees Northeastern Nigeria some representation at the national level. For example, Nigeria’s constitution requires the federal cabinet to draw one minister from each of the republic’s thirty-six states. Boko Haram is heavily Kanuri, a large ethnic group in the Northeast, but it does not use Kanuri nationalist rhetoric, nor has it sought greater representation for the Northeast within Nigeria’s democracy—the system it rejects.

Third is the contention that the early Boko Haram was an extension of al-Qaida. This explanation suited Jonathan, who downplayed Boko Haram’s political messages by characterizing the group as “an al-Qa’ida of West Africa.” The early Boko Haram occasionally voiced support for al-Qaida, but its messages mostly focused on Nigerian politics. Some analysts believe that the sect received training from al-Qaida in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) and Somalia’s al-Shabab, and that this training decisively influenced Boko Haram’s capabilities. Credible reports suggested that Boko Haram fighters trained in Northern Mali during the jihadi takeover there in 2012–2013. But Boko Haram’s actions do not entirely match the competencies and aims of its alleged sponsors. Some of its tactics are familiar from the repertoires of AQIM and al-Shabab, such as kidnapping Westerners and conducting suicide

bomblets. Other Boko Haram tactics appear self-generated, such as attacking cell phone towers and kidnapping women en masse. Its massacres of villagers, moreover, duplicate the very tactics that AQIM’s predecessor organization was formed to oppose in the context of Algeria’s mass violence in the 1990s. Much of Boko Haram’s violence seems improvised, rather than directed from abroad. Boko Haram’s eventual affiliation with the Islamic State may have represented a formal break with al-Qaida, but it is more likely that any relationship Boko Haram had with al-Qaida was patchy, informal, and marginal to its overall development.

Finally, there is the notion that Boko Haram is either the second coming of Nigeria’s Maitatsine sect, or Maitatsine’s indirect heir in terms of demography and root causes. The Cameroon-born preacher Muhammad Marwa (d. 1980), known as “Mai Tatsine (The One Who Curses),” rejected Western technology, promoted a “Quran-only” doctrine, and called himself a new prophet. His followers clashed with authorities in Kano in 1980, then resurfaced periodically over the next five years, only to be crushed at each turn. Valuable comparisons can be made: Boko Haram has followed some patterns that characterized earlier movements of Muslim dissent like Maitatsine, such as strategic withdrawal from mainstream society. Yet Boko Haram’s theology contradicts Maitatsine’s; Nigerian Salafis denounce “Quran-only” Muslims as unbelievers. Claims that Boko Haram resembles Maitatsine demographically, particularly in its alleged reliance on students of Quran schools, rest on assumptions rather than evidence. What little is known about Boko Haram’s social base indicates that Boko Haram has recruited from diverse groups, including recently Islamized Northeastern populations and dropouts from secondary schools and universities.

In short, it is misleading to treat Boko Haram as a socioeconomic protest with an Islamic veneer, an ethnic revolt, a puppet of foreign jihadis, or a resurgence of an earlier religious movement. Rather, analysis should examine the interaction between structural factors, politics, and ideas in Northeastern Nigeria, and how this locality both reflected and diverged from broader global trends in militancy.


22. For a critique of the assumption that Quran school students form Boko Haram’s social base, see Hannah Hoechner, “Traditional Quranic Students (Almajirai) in Northern Nigeria: Fair Game for Unfair Accusations?” in *Boko Haram*, ed. Pérouse de Montclos, 63–84.

Local and global roots

Boko Haram has roots in the religious landscape of Northern Nigeria and in intellectual currents connecting Northern Nigeria to the Middle East. Theologically, Boko Haram resembles other “Salafi-jihadi” movements around the world, although Boko Haram was also shaped by local dynamics of preaching and politics. Prior to its reincarnation as the Islamic State’s West Africa Province (Wilayat Gharb Ifriqiya), its official name was Ahl al-Sunna li-l-Da’wa wa-l-Jihad. Ahl al-Sunna, or “People of the Prophet’s Model,” is a synonym for “Sunni,” but for Boko Haram the phrase has special resonance: they consider themselves some of the only genuine representatives of Sunni Islam. The rest of the name indicates the group’s priorities: calling (da’wa) people to its conception of Islam, and waging jihad.

Like other Salafis, Boko Haram claims to embody the authentic legacy of the early Muslim community (al-salaf al-salih, or “pious predecessors,” the phrase from which the term “Salafism” derives). Salafis treat foundational Islamic texts as manuals that apply literally to their own circumstances, and they reject several aspects of mainstream Sunni identity, such as adherence to recognized legal schools.

Like other Salafi-jihadis, Boko Haram asserts the right to declare Muslim leaders apostates, rebel against allegedly infidel states, and use force to impose the Salafi creed and a strict interpretation of Islamic law on civilians. Boko Haram aspires to replace the states around Lake Chad with a pure Islamic society. It views the United States, European countries, and Israel as evil powers that seek to destroy Islam. Its leaders have borrowed ideas and postures from other Salafi-jihadis in order to give intellectual weight to their stances and paint their movement as part of a wider tradition, rather than a deviation from mainstream Salafism. Boko Haram’s leaders adapted global Salafi-jihadi ideas to the fragmented religious context of Northern Nigeria, including their own bitter rivalries with other Salafis.

Boko Haram represents a fringe of Northern Nigeria’s Salafi community. Statistics on Nigerian Muslims’ theological affiliations are unavailable, but Salafis are a minority. For two centuries, present-day Northern Nigeria has been a stronghold of Sufi orders, particularly the Qadiriyya and the Tijaniyya. Sufism permeates cities like Maiduguri and Kano. Since the 1960s, however, Nigerian Salafis have publicly questioned the orthodoxy of Sufism. Salafis attract audiences through their media presence and their networks of urban mosques and schools. They portray themselves as a vanguard of true Muslims within a wayward society.

Rejecting Boko Haram’s worldview and violence, many Nigerian Salafi leaders have denounced the sect—even as Boko Haram borrows their rhetorical styles and poaches among their followers.


political patron was killed in a military coup, Gumi shed his official roles and became an anti-Sufi polemicist. In 1978, his followers founded Jama'at Izalat al-Bid'a wa-Iqamat al-Sunna (The Society for the Removal of Heretical Innovation and the Establishment of the Prophet’s Model). Known as Izala, this mass organization spread anti-Sufism throughout Northern Nigeria, including to Maiduguri, where Boko Haram originated. Izala’s activism provoked bitter debates between Sufis and Salafis, with Sufis seeking to marginalize and constrain Salafism. Izala’s current leaders vehemently oppose Boko Haram. Boko Haram is not an extension of Izala, but rather a result of fierce intra-Salafi competition for audiences.

Intra-Salafi competition accelerated amid generational change in the 1990s. Several important young Izala preachers like Ja’far Mahmud Adam (1961/2–2007) studied at Saudi Arabia’s Islamic University of Medina in the 1990s. They returned home to find Izala divided after Gumi’s death. Drawing on the prestige of their international education, the Medina graduates built a following outside Izala, teaching texts they had studied overseas. They recruited young preachers into their network. One of them was Muhammad Yusuf, the founder of Boko Haram.

Born in Yobe State in 1970, Yusuf’s early years are obscure. Accounts have variously labeled him a disgruntled Izala member, a one-time Shi’ite, and/or the charismatic leader of a student group at the University of Maiduguri. He has been credited with graduate-level education and has been described as unschooled. Whatever the truth, by the early 2000s he was a leading protégé of Adam. Yusuf controlled several mosques in Maiduguri and preached throughout Northern Nigeria. He cultivated notoriety, delivering a more strident message than his compatriots.

Yusuf found an audience partly because debates were growing about Islam’s place in politics. In 1999, Nigeria returned to civilian rule after 33 years of military dictatorships and failed democratic experiments. Media outlets, private Islamic schools, and civic associations flourished. New voices entered the public arena, intensifying intra-Muslim discussions about democracy, Western values, and even jihadism. Salafis like Adam sometimes voiced admiration for figures like Osama bin Laden and Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi (1966–2006).

After the transition of 1999, Northern state governors implemented “full Sharia.” New penal codes instituted corporal punishments mentioned in the Quran or derived from Islamic jurisprudence. Northern politicians responded to several factors: a desire for Northern self-assertion following the election of a Southern president; resentment over previous political compromises on Sharia; pressure from Muslim activists; and fears among ordinary Northern Muslims that rapid social change was undermining the moral foundations of their society.
Some governors embraced Sharia; others moved reluctantly. In Borno State, where Maiduguri is the capital, Governor Mala Kachalla hesitated on Sharia implementation, which contributed to his defeat in the 2003 elections. Intra-Muslim contestation over Sharia allowed Salafs to forge new political alliances—in Yusuf’s case, a partnership with Borno’s new Governor Ali Modu Sheriff. Radicals like Yusuf also argued that Sharia codes were insufficient, and that only a fully Islamic system could safeguard public morality. Yusuf served on Kachalla’s Sharia implementation committee, but later expressed disgust with it. Yusuf’s disciple Buji Foi became Sheriff’s Commissioner of Religious Affairs, but Yusuf and Sheriff soon fell out.

Yusuf’s career began to zigzag. In 2003, breakaway followers established a base, perhaps a jihadi training camp, near Kannama, Yobe. The Kannama group, which the media labeled the “Nigerian Taliban,” clashed with villagers and police and was crushed in early 2004. Fearing problems with authorities, “Yusuf fled to Saudi Arabia, ostensibly to study.” The following year, Sheriff’s government invited Yusuf back to Maiduguri, reflecting the influence Yusuf still wielded. The next four years were the peak of his career; Yusuf reconciled with the Kannama group and rose from a poor preacher to a wealthy cleric living in opulence and driving SUVs around the city, where he was hailed as a hero for his criticism of the government and his call for sharia law.” Yet he was repeatedly detained in Abuja and elsewhere, which fed his emerging narrative of persecution.

In 2009, tensions between Yusuf and the authorities escalated into confrontations. In June, Boko Haram clashed with Sheriff’s highway security unit, “Operation Flush.” In a sermon, Yusuf denounced Sheriff and the Nigerian state. In July, Boko Haram launched an uprising that touched five Northern states before authorities suppressed it. Over 1,100 people died, including Yusuf, who was killed while in police custody.

In the aftermath of the 2009 revolt, Boko Haram became an underground military organization with a new official leader, Abubakar Shekau. Born in the late 1960s or early 1970s, Shekau preached alongside Yusuf. Shekau has translated Yusuf’s theological positions into simple slogans that present audiences with an all-or-nothing choice between Islam and democracy. He has been the face of Boko Haram’s violent campaign against the Nigerian state, Muslim and Christian civilians, and Nigeria’s neighbors.

The amount of operational control Shekau has is debatable. Rumors constantly assert that he has died, that he is a figurehead, and/or that Boko Haram has fragmented. In 2012, a splinter group announced its formation, calling itself Jama’at Ansar al-Muslimin fi Bilad al-Sudan (The Society of the Defenders of Muslims in the Lands of the Blacks, i.e. in Sahelian Africa). Ansar al-Muslimin, however, has conducted only a handful of attacks and released only a few statements. Meanwhile, theories that Boko Haram comprises multiple factions remain speculative.
An exclusivist worldview

Boko Haram’s members consider themselves arbiters of who is a true Muslim. Like other Salafis, Boko Haram rejects other approaches to Islam. Muhammad Yusuf regarded his mission as one of purification: “We call the Muslim community to correct its creed and its behaviors and its morals… and to give children a correct Islamic education, then to undertake jihad in the way of Allah.”47

Yusuf’s Islamic education seems to have been informal, but he displayed familiarity with mainstream Salafi thought and its jihadi offshoots. Yusuf revered the Damascene theologian Ahmad Ibn Taymiyya (1263–1328), a central figure in Salafi thought today. Yusuf drew on contemporary Salafi-jihadi theorists such as the Palestinian-Jordanian Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi (b. 1959).48 From al-Maqdisi, Yusuf borrowed a hardline conception of the doctrine of al-wala’ wa-l-bara’. For Salafi-jihadis, al-wala’ wa-l-bara’ means exclusive loyalty (al-wala’) to those whom they consider true Muslims, and complete disavowal (al-bara’) of all others. For Yusuf, loyalty to Islam meant rejecting democracy and Western-style education:

What will make you a soldier of Allah first and foremost, you make a complete disavowal of every form of unbelief: the Constitution, the legislature…worshipping tombs, idols, whatever. You come to reject it in your speech and your body and your heart. Moreover, Allah and His Messenger and the believers, you love them in your speech and your body and your heart.49

Yusuf combined al-wala’ wa-l-bara’ with other notions. He championed izbar al-din or “manifesting religion” through public action, and he held that al-hukm bi-ghayr ma anzala Allah or “ruling by other than what God revealed” is equivalent to polytheism.50 Yusuf rejected the idea that Islam only exists “within the walls of the mosque.”51 Personal piety alone was insufficient: Muslims needed to confront the fallen society surrounding them.

Yusuf’s exclusivism found an audience in part because of a “fragmentation of sacred authority” in Northern Nigeria.52 Intra-Muslim tensions there have been growing markedly since the 1970s.53 Part of what allowed Boko Haram to flourish in Maiduguri was the declining popular legitimacy of hereditary Muslim rulers, and a deterioration of their networks of surveillance and influence.54 These rulers, often collectively called “emirs,” are heirs to pre-colonial Muslim authorities like ‘Uthman dan Fodio (1754–1817) in Sokoto, Muhammad al-Amin al-Kanemi (1776–1837) in Borno, and their lieutenants. The Sultan of Sokoto, the Shehu of Borno, and the Emir of Kano are the most prominent rulers today. During colonialism and after independence, the emirs preserved their positions, but some Northerners feel that emirs are now beholden to corrupt politicians. Ja’far Adam, Yusuf’s estranged mentor, publicly argued that the emirs had squandered their prestige, and had failed to discharge their core duties of spreading Islam and preserving the Muslim community’s moral order.55

50. On Boko Haram’s use of this last notion, see Kassim, “Defining and Understanding.”
51. Yusuf, Hadhihi ‘Aqidatuna, 73.
52. On this broader trend in contemporary Muslim societies, see Dale Eickelman and James Piscatori, Muslim Politics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996).
53. Trends discussed in Kane, Muslim Modernity.
Boko Haram has targeted hereditary rulers, including in unsuccessful assassination attempts against the Shehu of Borno and the Emir of Kano. In May 2014, Boko Haram killed the Emir of Gwoza, the town where it founded a “state” three months later. Shekau has conducted a war of words with Kano’s Emir Muhammadu Sanusi II. When Sanusi urged Nigerians to arm themselves against Boko Haram, Shekau reacted furiously, opposing what he called Sanusi’s “religion of democracy” to Boko Haram’s alleged devotion to God. Such rhetoric cast the emir as an infidel.

Like other Nigerian Salafis, Boko Haram denounces Sufism. Sufi orders, hierarchical organizations that initiate Muslims into techniques and traditions of mysticism, remain the dominant type of Muslim association in Northern Nigeria. Salafis often view Sufis as blameworthy innovators within Islam, and view Sufi leaders as charlatans. Yusuf said that Sufis worshipped their shaykhs instead of God, and privileged asceticism over jihad. Boko Haram has targeted several Sufi leaders, including Dahiru Bauchi (b. 1929), a prominent Tijani who had tried to mediate between Boko Haram and the state, and Adam al-Nafati of Bauchi State.

In keeping with its exclusivism, Boko Haram commits violence against rival Salafis, whom the sect sees as dangerous competitors for audiences. Yusuf presented himself as a mainline Salafi, depicting his positions as identical to those of Saudi Arabia’s religious establishment. Yet it was on these grounds that other Nigerian Salafis challenged him. As Boko Haram gained notoriety after the Kannama clashes, fellow Salafis criticized Yusuf, first in private and then publicly. These Salafis, many of whom held university degrees, argued that Yusuf’s opposition to Western-style education would retard Northern Muslims’ economic and political development. Adam painted Boko Haram as agents of outside interests, including Southern Nigerian Christians, the West, and foreign jihadis. These accusations reinforced Boko Haram’s sense of exclusivism, making Yusuf and his core followers feel that they could no longer trust Salafis who defended Western-style education or government service; Yusuf, and later Shekau, came to anathematize and target Salafis who opposed Boko Haram. The sect was likely responsible for Adam’s 2007 murder. Boko Haram has assassinated other Salafi critics, including Muhammad Awual Adam “Albani” in 2014. When claiming that murder, Shekau also threatened Izala’s leaders, showing how sensitive Boko Haram remains to Salafis’ criticisms.

Unlike Yusuf, Shekau rarely expounds his doctrine, but he invokes Salafi theology as a basis for violent exclusivism. In the video “This Is Our Creed,” Shekau presented a rudimentary Salafism:

Our creed is the creed of our Messenger, may God bless him and grant him peace. And our
approach is the approach of our Messenger, may God bless him and grant him peace...And his creed is the oneness of God, may He be glorified and exalted.

Then Shekau turned to the issue of *takfir*, or declaring other Muslims unbelievers. “The excuse of ignorance is not taken into consideration for the greater polytheism,” he said, claiming the right to kill other Muslims even if they supported democracy, constitutionalism, or Western-style education without realizing that Boko Haram proscribed these systems.66

Shekau’s polemics extend Yusuf’s reading of *al-wala’ wa-l-bara’*, especially as Shekau increasingly castigates the West. In January 2015, responding to the French newspaper *Charlie Hebdo*’s cartoons of the Prophet, Shekau said:

Anyone who insults our Prophet is an unbeliever. Anyone who doubts that is an unbeliever. Anyone who boasts of this is an unbeliever. Oh people of the world, repent to Allah Most High and if not, you will see what you see...Our Lord, may He be glorified and exalted, has said, “No one rules but God” (Qur’an 12:40). And He has said, “Whoever does not rule by what God has revealed, they are the unbelievers” (5:44). And He has said, may He be glorified and exalted, “O you who believe, do not take the Jews and the Christians as allies (awliya’). They are allies of one another. And whoever is an ally to them among you, then indeed, he is one of them” (5:51). He is one of them.67

Loyalty to Islam here does not just apply to the realm of worship: at stake also is an understanding of politics that, for Boko Haram, is inseparable from what it means to be authentically Muslim.

Opposing the political system

Boko Haram’s best-known stance is its rejection of Western-style schooling. Yet the concept “Boko Haram” encompasses a broader critique of Nigerian society, targeting the perceived fruits of such schools. Boko Haram is not alone in resenting the highly educated Nigerian elites who have failed to deliver prosperity to the majority of Nigerians. Many Nigerians decry widespread corruption in government.

Some Muslims in the North, where classical Quranic and Islamic education is a powerful social force, feel ambivalence toward Western-style institutions of learning. On the one hand, secondary and tertiary degrees are respected credentials, and Northerners take pride in their region’s universities and colleges. On the other hand, some Northern Muslims believe Western-style schools fail to inculcate Islamic values. Boko Haram represents an extreme manifestation of this latter attitude. It rejects compromises such as “Islamiyya” schools that blend government curricula with religious instruction.

Yusuf objected to the content and effects of Western-style education. Ideas like Darwinism, he said, contradicted the Quran. Schools led Muslim children to adopt the mannerisms of Jews and Christians. Children of different genders interacted at school, promoting “fornication, lesbianism, homosexuality, and other [corruptions].”68 The “Christianizing” schools of British colonialism, he stated, were no different than postcolonial government schools, but the prospect of material gain blinded Muslims to the truth: “Because of love for this world, many people’s hearts have been saturated with love of these schools, until they do not see in them that which contradicts [Islam’s] law.”69 For Yusuf, the credentials conferred by Western-style schools were useless to genuine Muslims: “Our movement rejects work under any government that rules by something other than what God has revealed.”70 Yusuf’s beliefs on intra-Muslim solidarity, the rejection of democracy, and the rejection of Western-style education formed a single package.

Yusuf’s Islamist vision was extreme in the Northern Nigerian context. In diverse ways, most Northern Muslims believe that Islam provides policymaking frameworks that should shape public life. Yet few prominent Nigerians call for an Islamic state. Sharia implementation was led by politicians who belonged to major, non-Islamist political parties, and the effort drew support from diverse constituencies, including Sufis, Salafis, and unaffiliated Muslims. Many proponents of Sharia considered it compatible with a federal, democratic system—they called for elected politicians to enforce Islamic law, rather than for a theocracy in which unelected clerics would rule. Muslim activists in 21st century Nigeria have often contended that “Islamic” courts, banks, state-subsidized pilgrimages, and other institutions can co-exist alongside secular institutions at both the state and the federal level. For their part, non-jihadi Salafis sometimes hold government appointments or offer public “advice” to politicians, indicating their basic acceptance of electoral politics and a secular framework for government.

For Boko Haram, politics entails total commitment to the idea of Islam as a societal blueprint. Yusuf wrote, “The shari’a of Islam is a perfect and complete shari’a…It is appropriate in every time and place, globally.”72 He lamented,

We see a state in which Muslims are living, but they refuse the Islamic shari’a in its totality, and put in its place the system of democracy. And

---

68. Yusuf, Hadhihi ‘Aqidatuna, 93.
we see people with the name ‘ulama’ [scholars] calling for democracy and defending it, and making ugly refutations against the people who call others to follow the law of Allah.  

Yusuf argued that democracy positions the people as an authority in rivalry with God. He warned that majority rule allows for agreement on an error, whereas Islam demands obedience to the Quran and the Sunna. From democracy, he continued, multiple evils flowed, all of them cloaked as freedom: for example, “freedom of belief” allowed for apostasy from Islam. It was insufficient to condemn democracy: the true Muslim had to oppose it. Democracy “is the school of the infidels: following it, having dealings with it, or using its system is unbelief.”

Like Yusuf, Shekau rejects an entire package of ideas. In a 2012 video, he challenged President Jonathan’s depiction of Boko Haram as a “cancer” and presented a rival epidemiological metaphor:

For Shekau, Western-style education was sinful not just for its intellectual content, but for its political impact. In one message, Shekau contrasted his faith in God with the National Pledge recited in government schools: “You are worshipping the nation,” he told listeners. For Shekau, the “disorder” the Quran condemns has come in the form of a heretical system. The only suitable response is to violently oppose that system. “Know, people of Nigeria and other places, a person is not a Muslim unless he disavows democracy and other forms of polytheistic unbelief (shirk).”

---

73. Yusuf, Hadîhi ‘Aqidatuna, 156.
75. Yusuf, Hadîhi ‘Aqidatuna, 63.
Grievance and reprisal

Boko Haram presents itself as the victim of state aggression and the voice for a larger, and aggrieved, Muslim constituency. In his June 2009 “Open Letter to the Federal Government of Nigeria,” a lecture delivered shortly before Boko Haram’s uprising, Yusuf linked his complaints against the Borno State government to what he saw as a pattern of anti-Muslim violence in Nigeria. He mentioned famous Muslim-Christian clashes: the 1987 riots in Kafanchan, Kaduna State; the 1992 killings in Zangon-Kataf, Kaduna; and cyclical violence in Plateau State, dating to 1994.79 Yusuf concluded: “The government of Nigeria has not been built to do justice... It has been built to attack Islam and kill Muslims.”

As with opposing democracy, it was not enough to criticize the state’s persecution of Muslims. *Al-wala’ wa-l-barā‘* and *izbar al-din* demanded an aggressive defense of Islam, because Islam’s enemies were on the move:

> The believer will not leave his faith. Likewise, the infidel and the hypocrite will not give up his polytheism and his craftiness. Allah Most High has said, “Many of the People of the Book wish to turn you back to unbelief after you have believed” (Qur’an 2:109)... Meaning if you don’t follow their goals, you cannot be reconciled with them. There’s nothing that can allow you to get along with the infidel and the hypocrite unless you become exactly like them.

Yusuf sought to activate Muslims’ feelings that different groups—Christians, the state, the West—had humiliated Muslims inside Nigeria and around the world. Yusuf warned his followers that the sect’s enemies would not rest until they had crushed the group and stolen its women.

Yusuf’s death intensified his successors’ sense that the state systematically victimized Muslims. Shekau fit the 2009 crackdown into a larger narrative:

> Everyone knows the way in which our leader was killed. Everyone knows the kind of evil assault that was brought against our community. Beyond us, everyone knows the kind of evil that has been brought against the Muslim community of this country periodically: incidents such as Zangon Kataf... These are the things that have happened without end.

For Shekau, Boko Haram was the victim: “They’re fighting us for no reason, because we’ve said we’ll practice our religion, we will support our religion and stand on what God has said.”

When it re-emerged in 2010, Boko Haram was bent on challenging the Nigerian state and local politicians for control of Northeastern Nigeria. Starting with a prison break in September 2010, Boko Haram waged a guerrilla campaign in the Northeast, assassinating politicians and policemen, robbing banks, raiding police stations, and breaking into prisons. Its violence rendered Maiduguri a city of curfews and bombings, crippling commerce there.

Convinced that the state and Christians collaborate to target Nigerian Muslims, Boko Haram killed Christians and sought to enflame Muslim-Christian tensions. In 2011–2012, Boko Haram repeatedly claimed responsibility for bombings of churches, including in sites of recurring Muslim-Christian conflict such as Kaduna and Plateau. After one bombing in Plateau, Boko Haram’s spokesman told journalists, “Before, Christians were killing Muslims, helped by the government, so we have decided that we will continue to hunt down government agents wherever they are.”

Boko Haram soon demanded that all Christians leave Northern Nigeria.

Boko Haram’s desire for vengeance shaped its behavior during the 2011 election campaign. The sect settled local scores, assassinating Borno politicians close to outgoing Governor Sheriff. It was only after the elections that Boko Haram’s attention turned to the national stage. Nigerian conspiracy theorists have charged that dissatisfied Northern elites sponsored Boko Haram in order to make the North ungovernable and derail Jonathan’s presidency. The truth is likely simpler: as it gained strength in 2011, and as it faced crackdowns by the military, Boko Haram’s anger toward the federal government increased along with its capacity to strike. Boko Haram did not parlay Northern dissatisfaction with Jonathan into broad-based recruitment. If Boko Haram nursed personal grievances against Jonathan, it was due to the escalating military campaign in the Northeast, which involved the deployment of the Nigerian military’s Joint Task Force in 2011.

Boko Haram signaled its widening range of targets by conducting two suicide bombings in Abuja in summer 2011, striking the National Police Force headquarters in June and the United Nations building in August. Its attacks expanded into Northwestern cities like Kano, where a raid killed nearly 200 people in early 2012. Yet even with these new areas of operations, Boko Haram remained a parochial Northeastern force with limited capacity to mount attacks elsewhere in the North. Tellingly, Boko Haram has only staged one attack, and a minor one at that, in Nigeria’s commercial hub Lagos, which sits in the far Southwest. Boko Haram has not attacked the oil-producing Niger Delta. It is not an ever-expanding juggernaut.

As state crackdowns intensified with the imposition of a state of emergency in Northeastern states from May 2013 to November 2014, Boko Haram struck symbols of state repression in the Northeast. In March 2014, it overran Giwa Barracks, a prison where authorities had detained and tortured suspected militants. Shekau bragged, “We freed over 2,000 brothers…one of them, at the gate of the barracks, took a gun and started fighting…the world has changed.”

In January 2015, Boko Haram slaughtered as many as 2,000 residents in Baga, a garrison town. Nearly two years before, Nigerian soldiers had massacred nearly 200 civilians and razed some 2,000 homes there.

Boko Haram has striven not just to defeat but to humiliate the Nigerian state.

Boko Haram’s April 2014 kidnapping of 276 schoolgirls in Chibok, Borno also followed a logic of retaliation: it fulfilled Shekau’s threat to avenge Nigerian authorities’ detentions of sect members’ female relatives. In 2012, Shekau had said:
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They’re holding our brothers in prison. They’ve arrested them, tortured them, and subjected them to various forms of abuse. I’m not just talking about our religious leader—now, they’ve started to detain our women....Since you are seizing our women, you wait and see what will happen to your women.\(^90\)

Chibok was part of a pattern of abductions of women in the Northeast.\(^91\) It was also part of a pattern of attacks on schools, where boys were often killed outright.\(^92\)

The Chibok kidnapping had symbolic resonance, which Shekau exploited. For both jihadis and Western governments, young women—their schooling and their bodies—symbolize visions of moral order. After Chibok, Shekau infamously proclaimed, “I seized your young women. I will sell them in the market.” Seeking to internationalize the incident, he taunted Barack Obama and other world leaders. Reinforcing his personal connection to the incident, he mocked the bounty on his own head, and promised to sell Jonathan and Obama as slaves.\(^93\)

Boko Haram was somewhat more attuned to the national electoral calendar in 2015 than in 2011, but its behavior still correlated most closely with events that directly affected it. Shekau’s February 2015 “Message to the Leaders of the Disbelievers” made headlines for his alleged threats against the elections, but most of his diatribe threatened Nigerien President Mahamadou Issoufou and Chadian President Idriss Deby, whose campaign to retake Boko Haram’s territory was already in full swing.\(^94\) Boko Haram remained focused on seeking revenge against its enemies, a focus that informed its campaign of rural brutality and skeletal state-building in 2014–2015.
Implementing exclusivism through brutality

Most of Boko Haram’s victims have been Muslims. Boko Haram’s combination of an exclusivist Muslim identity and a politics of victimhood has fueled its brutality against civilians in the Lake Chad region, particularly since 2013. That year, Boko Haram lost ground in Maiduguri to a government-backed vigilante group, the Civilian Joint Task Force or C-JTF. (The Joint Task Force was the Nigerian security force in the Northeast, though it has since been rebranded and supplemented with other units). Boko Haram strategically retreated into the countryside of Borno, Adamawa, and Yobe.

Shekau claimed to be imitating the Prophet by massacring “unbelievers” in Northeastern communities. Boko Haram harassed C-JTF strongholds such as Benisheik, Borno, killing over 140 residents there in September 2013. By the time Boko Haram attacked Giwa Barracks in March 2014, Shekau identified the C-JTF as a central enemy: “Whether you run, or you take up arms, or you put on a soldier’s uniform, or you put on a police uniform, or you put on a turban…What I am saying now, is that I have begun to topple you.” When the C-JTF assisted Nigerian security forces in executing some 600 recaptured detainees after the Giwa attack, they reinforced the sense that total war gripped Northeastern Nigeria.

In July 2014, the focus of Boko Haram’s brutality shifted. Intensifying its bid to neutralize the C-JTF, and exploiting its increasing seizures of Nigerian military equipment, Boko Haram began incorporating towns into a would-be state, starting with Damboa, Borno. The sect may have exercised de facto sway over parts of Borno prior to 2014, but its actions that year reflected a more systematic bid for territorial control. In August, Shekau announced the establishment of a “state among the states of Islam” in Gwoza, Borno. He harangued the C-JTF, bragging that in Damboa, a vigilante stronghold, “our brothers came and they’re living in your houses.” Gwoza was a convenient headquarters: Yusuf had enjoyed a following among immigrants from Gwoza to Maiduguri, and Boko Haram retained a presence around Gwoza after his death. To its “state,” Boko Haram soon added considerable territory in Borno and Adamawa, with some holdings in Yobe. The state included sizeable cities, such as Mubi, headquarters of Adamawa’s North senatorial district.

Shekau averred, “Our state is ruled by the Book of God; our state establishes the Sunna of our Prophet, Muhammad.” Yet he showed little interest in implementing the kind of law and order that has won other African jihadis limited popularity; when al-Shabab ruled Southern Somalia from roughly 2009–2012 and when jihadis controlled Northern Mali in 2012–2013, those groups made some effort to implement Sharia. In contrast, Shekau focused on war, stating, “There is nothing between us and the despots of Nigeria except jihad.” Propaganda from Boko Haram-controlled territory featured
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battle scenes and seized military equipment, but showed no civil institutions. Perhaps, harried by several militaries, Boko Haram could not consolidate governance. Yet it is striking that the group made little effort to institutionalize Islamic courts and schools, or to distribute humanitarian relief. Hundreds of thousands of civilians fled.

Shekau declared that Boko Haram’s state was no longer part of Nigeria. Creating a Salafi-jihadi enclave meant expunging Christianity. Boko Haram sought to kill or forcibly convert Christians, and the sect destroyed churches and seminaries. Boko Haram made rudimentary attempts to teach its ideology. One young Christian woman captured by Boko Haram in Adamawa was forcibly converted to Islam, and then made to spend her days praying and learning Quranic verses. In one video, an unseen interviewer queried Muslim civilians about their “enjoyment” in the new state, especially due to the absence of “infidels.” Yet Boko Haram preyed on conquered populations. When Nigerian soldiers recaptured towns before the 2015 elections, they found them devastated. Continued massacres illustrated the group’s willingness to kill civilians it considered infidels.

Partly because of Chibok, Boko Haram became a major campaign issue in 2014–2015. Jonathan postponed the elections from February to March 2015. Security forces launched an offensive, leaning on contributions from Chad, Niger, and Cameroon and quietly hiring South African mercenaries. On March 27, the eve of the presidential vote, Nigerian forces retook Gwoza, toppling the would-be state. On the voting days, Boko Haram attacked polling places in the Northeastern states of Bauchi and Gombe, but even in those two states, voting went forward largely as planned and results were unaffected.

In disarray but not defeated, Boko Haram launched a wave of suicide bombings in Northern cities like Maiduguri, Potiskum, Damaturu, Kano, Jos, and Zaria. Nigeria’s new President Buhari anticipates the total military defeat of Boko Haram, but it has proved easier to recapture territory than to root out the group’s cells.
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Boko Haram, Niger, Cameroon, and Chad

Boko Haram has long troubled Nigeria’s neighbors. Much of the impact has been economic and humanitarian, but these dimensions of the crisis are beyond the scope of this paper. In terms of ideology, Boko Haram has found some recruits in neighboring countries: in 2012, Nigerien authorities arrested suspected sect members in Diffa, a Southeastern regional capital relatively near Maiduguri.113 Boko Haram reportedly paid Nigerien youth to join,114 and at times operated openly in some Diffa mosques.115 It dispatched preachers to Cameroon who sought followers through a combination of money and religious appeals.116 By 2013, Boko Haram had a presence in Cameroon, conducting raids and kidnappings.117 Boko Haram has seemed weaker in Chad, but assessing its trajectory there is complicated due to murky evidence and politicized rumors. Fears are growing about the possibility that Boko Haram will recruit inside camps for displaced persons, but so far there is little evidence of such a trend.

Nigeria’s neighbors are vulnerable to Boko Haram recruitment for several reasons. First, as in Northern Nigeria, intra-Muslim debates grip these countries, sometimes as a partial spillover of the intra-Muslim fragmentation within Northern Nigeria. Such debates, particularly intra-Salafi struggles, generate opportunities for new voices to emerge, including ones who preach violence and exclusivism. Second, the countries are poor and the states are weak: Niger and Chad rank near the bottom of the Human Development Index. Niger’s Diffa Region and Cameroon’s Far North are remote from their respective national capitals. Third, political space is partly constrained in all three countries, a trend reinforced by the escalation of Boko Haram attacks. Although Niger had a peaceful, democratic election in 2011, its response to Boko Haram has included arresting civil society activists who criticize government treatment of detainees and refugees, as well as expelling refugees themselves. Chad, which is not a democracy, responded to the June and July 2015 suicide bombings in N’Djamena by banning full-face veils for Muslim women and executing ten alleged Boko Haram members. These activities may not in and of themselves create grievances inducing Muslims to join Boko Haram, but they reinforce a sense that the struggle with Boko Haram is all-or-nothing. Boko Haram seeks to exploit this perception: it casts Nigerien President Issoufou and Chadian President Deby as apostate Muslims who have violated the principle of al-wala’ wa-l-bar’ and have become creatures of the godless West.118 Finally, as the involvement of these states in the war against Boko Haram deepened, Niger and Chad have experienced blowback—including a spate of massacres and bombings in Southeastern Niger, and the suicide bombings in N’Djamena.

Buhari hopes to solidify regional cooperation under firm Nigerian leadership. One of Buhari’s first deci-

sions was to move the Nigerian military’s headquarters to Maiduguri. He visited Niger and Chad in June, followed by Cameroon in July. He appointed a Nigerian to lead the Multi-National Joint Task Force, which aspires to assemble 8,700 soldiers from Nigeria, Niger, Chad, Cameroon, and Benin. In July, as part of a military reshuffle, Buhari selected as Chief of Army Staff and National Security Advisor two officers from Borno. Such moves signal a two-fold break with Jonathan’s policies: Buhari intends to work closely with his peers, but does not intend to let them undermine Nigeria’s sovereignty and primacy. The regional campaign may destroy some Boko Haram cells, prevent renewed territorial losses, and improve security around Lake Chad. Yet it may also reinforce the mistaken sense, among Buhari and his peers, that Boko Haram can be defeated primarily on the battlefield.
Boko Haram and the Islamic State

Boko Haram joined the Islamic State for strategic as well as ideological reasons. The two movements have common intellectual roots: Yusuf’s debt to Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi helps contextualize Boko Haram’s later affiliation to the Islamic State. Al-Maqdisi mentored Abu Mus’ab al-Zarqawi, who founded al-Qaïda in Iraq, the Islamic State’s predecessor organization. Although al-Maqdisi broke with al-Zarqawi and later denounced the Islamic State, it is unsurprising that Boko Haram would find much in common, theologically and politically, with the Islamic State.

The timing of the affiliation reflected Boko Haram’s weakness. As with Somalia’s al-Shabab and its public affirmation of allegiance to al-Qaïda in 2012,¹¹⁹ Boko Haram announced its merger with the Islamic State after suffering territorial losses.¹²⁰ By hitching its wagon to the rising star of the Islamic State and its brand, Boko Haram could claim that its version of Salafi-jihadism has global legitimacy, a propaganda move designed to offset its territorial setbacks. Even before it joined in March 2015, Boko Haram increasingly tailored its propaganda toward global jihadis, professionalizing its media products and emphasizing Arabic over Hausa, bidding to enter the Islamic State’s orbit. But with Boko Haram and the Islamic State under military pressure, it is unlikely that copious weapons, fighters, and money will flow from the Middle East to the Lake Chad Basin. It is also unlikely that Islamic State commanders are dictating tactical decisions to Boko Haram, whose attacks remain reactive to regional developments.

Differences between the two movements remain: Boko Haram is less millenarian than its new patron. Rather than preparing for apocalypse,¹²¹ Boko Haram looks to purge the Lake Chad region of alleged unbelief. Boko Haram’s posture toward other Muslims is harsher than that of the Islamic State. The latter has committed unspeakable violence against civilians, but has also built political alliances with Sunni constituencies in Iraq and Syria, and has need of some popular support. Boko Haram antagonizes almost the entire spectrum of Muslims in its region, committing atrocities that likely foreclose the possibility of collaboration with any other sizeable Muslim constituency, save other jihadi groups. Boko Haram’s brutality could at some point repulse even the Islamic State.


Recommendations to the government of Nigeria

A holistic strategy for countering Boko Haram should recognize that many aspects of the crisis are irreducible to socioeconomic drivers. If President Buhari can reduce corruption and create jobs, it will benefit Nigeria—but it will not necessarily induce Boko Haram’s leaders or fighters to choose peace. Similarly, the administration should create a North East Development Commission to revive agriculture and develop infrastructure in Northeastern Nigeria—but such initiatives will not, in and of themselves, address key causes of the uprising. As this paper has stressed, Boko Haram arose from intra-Muslim competition as well as from narratives of grievance against the state and Christians. In keeping with this analysis, the paper offers four recommendations.

First, Nigerian authorities should engage a broader range of Muslim voices in Northern Nigeria and seek to better understand the region’s fragmented religious landscape. Federal and state governments should maintain relationships with hereditary rulers, but should also understand that hereditary rulers may distance themselves from politicians in a bid to recover what legitimacy they have lost. Meanwhile, authorities should reach out to Sufis, judges, university intellectuals, classical scholars, and media-savvy preachers and solicit their perspectives on the crisis.

Soliciting diverse Muslim views on the religious dimensions of the conflict is not the same as creating a top-down effort to promote a counter-narrative to Boko Haram. The state can do more harm than good when it intervenes in intra-Muslim debates. It is in the state’s long-term interest to ensure that there is a diverse class of autonomous Muslim voices perceived by their constituencies as having integrity. Policymakers should eschew simplistic notions such as the idea that Sufism is the antidote to Salafi-jihadism, and should avoid demonizing non-violent Salafis. Authorities should offer to protect Salafi leaders who have criticized Boko Haram. When the state reaches out to religious leaders, it should listen more than it speaks. Such communication would serve the dual purpose of changing the image of the state as corrupt and unresponsive, and simultaneously creating channels of information that might help prevent the emergence of further Boko Haram-like movements.

Second, Nigerian authorities should counteract the false but powerful narrative that the state willfully harms innocent Muslims. This would mean investigating inter-religious violence, empowering prosecutors to hold perpetrators accountable, and promoting reconciliation for past conflicts. Authorities should implement durable solutions to cyclical conflicts in Plateau and Kaduna, which are key symbols and targets in Boko Haram’s efforts to exploit Nigeria’s history of inter-religious violence. Solutions would involve reducing legal and political discrimination against Nigerians who live outside their hereditary state of origin, mediating disagreements between pastoralists and farmers, and anticipating triggers of violence, including incendiary religious imagery coming from foreign or domestic media.

Third, Nigerian authorities should redress human rights violations that have befallen Boko Haram, and should stop dismissing the findings of human rights organizations. Authorities should identify and prosecute the killers of Muhammad Yusuf, Boko Haram’s founder; hold fair trials for accused sect members; end torture of detainees and extrajudicial executions of civilians, and prosecute those responsible; investigate the involvement of political elites in sponsoring the early Boko Haram; and hold C-JTF leaders accountable for abuses.

Fourth, Nigerian authorities should extend an open offer of dialogue without preconditions to any Boko Haram member, a move Buhari has indicated he may consider. It is unlikely that Boko Haram’s leaders or core fighters would abandon their stated goals of implementing Salafi-jihadism throughout the Lake Chad region. But a gesture of openness and mercy would help counteract Boko Haram’s depiction of the state as a tyrannical, ungodly institution, and could lead to negotiations over amnesty for less committed fighters.
U.S. policy toward Boko Haram

U.S. policy toward Nigeria has sought to help increase the country’s political stability. During the 2011–2015 political cycle, U.S. policymakers supported electoral reform and urged Nigerian elites to conduct elections peacefully and with integrity. As Boko Haram surged, the U.S. urged the Jonathan administration to promote socioeconomic development in the Northeast and end security force abuses against civilians and detainees. Washington, however, has little sway in Nigeria, given the oil resources available to the state and due to Nigeria’s partially accurate perception of itself as an African superpower. Patient engagement by the U.S. played a supporting role in the relatively peaceful conduct of the 2015 elections, but U.S. encouragement for security sector reform had little impact.

With Buhari, some U.S. officials may hope for a “reset,” and may urge renewed efforts to train and equip Nigerian forces against Boko Haram. Yet Buhari cannot reform the Nigerian security forces by fiat; even if he alters policies, rewards merit, and punishes wrongdoing, it is likely that security abuses, indifference, and corruption will persist over the medium term. That tendency could make the expansion of U.S. training unwise from both a legal and pragmatic standpoint. Moreover, given the tenacity and flexibility that Boko Haram has exhibited throughout its career, military means alone are insufficient for eliminating the threat the group poses. U.S. training, if pursued, could help reduce abuses and increase professionalism, but policymakers should keep expectations low regarding any far-reaching transformations of the Nigerian security sector.

The U.S. has more influence with Nigeria’s neighbors. Niger hosts bases for American military personnel and drones. Chad’s Deby is eager to consolidate his status, in the eyes of the French and other governments, as a guarantor of security in West and Central Africa. The United States trains military units in the region, and has offered assistance to Nigeria and its neighbors on border security. Nigeria and Niger are part of President Obama’s Security Governance Initiative, which aims to strengthen military and civilian institutions in Africa. All these initiatives are helpful, but U.S. policymakers should not sacrifice honesty in the name of cooperation: when Nigerien, Chadian, and Cameroonian authorities constrict political space, the United States should react publicly and adjust assistance if necessary. Concerns about Boko Haram, moreover, should not overshadow efforts to address the other, more insidious threats Niger and Chad face, namely food insecurity and climate change. The recent U.S. deployment of 300 soldiers to Cameroon to counter Boko Haram was unwise, for it further militarizes a conflict that will eventually need political solutions.123

The U.S. can be most helpful outside the military sphere, especially by responding to the humanitarian emergency that Boko Haram has caused. The U.S. Agency for International Development has quietly partnered with organizations in Northeastern Nigeria to provide security, food, education, and health care for the displaced, but the severity of the emergency means that the U.S. should offer more help. Placing the emphasis on alleviating suffering would not only be the right thing to do from a moral perspective, it would also help counter perceptions in Nigeria that the U.S.’ primary foreign policy tool is force, and that the U.S. is indifferent to the suffering of innocent Muslims. In the long term, the U.S. should continue to urge Nigerian authorities to reform the security forces. Washington should use legal and policy tools—such as revoking visas—to signal a policy of zero toleration for corruption and poor governance in Nigeria.124 Finally, the U.S. should avoid taking a position on the issue of dialogue between Lake Chad states and any elements of Boko Haram that are willing to talk.

Conclusion

Boko Haram represents an ugly paradox: its ideas have limited appeal but significant staying power. At the ideological level, its violence is framed by two themes: an exclusivist claim to represent true Islam, and grievances against the state and non-members of the sect. Boko Haram has paired Salafi theology with a commitment to jihad. It has anchored this global ideology in a particular reading of local politics, viewing decades-old inter-religious conflicts in Nigeria, the contentious career of Muhammad Yusuf, and the sect’s clashes with the military and the C-JTF as part of a unified narrative of anti-Islamic violence. Acting on its exclusivism, Boko Haram has inflicted massive brutality on civilians, many of them Muslims. The group can be crushed militarily, yet state violence fuels its narrative of victimhood. Countering Boko Haram will require attention not just to material problems in the Lake Chad region, but also to the cyclical violence that has reinforced Boko Haram’s sense of victimhood.
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